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Sheet music boss katyusha

Apple Mac iPad iPhone Watch TV Music Support Sheet Music Boss is a fast-growing YouTube channel that releases the highest quality piano tutorials every day. The channel is led by two professional musicians with years of experience in music composition and arranging: Samuel Dickenson and
Andrew Wrangell. Sheet Music Boss is excited to give you the best tutorials and most accurate magazines, here on Musicnotes! Download sheet music from Sheet Music Boss. Print your new sheet music directly or sync your digital sheet music to our FREE apps for iOS, Android or desktop and
communicate with your sheet music with in-app transposition, text &amp; highlighter markup, customizable audio/video playback, and more. Don't forget to visit Sheet Music Boss on YouTube. ▶ subscribe if you want to hear more un-Russianized music!  ▶ Join the Discord: ▶ Learn piano easily:
Katyusha is a Russian war song depicting a girl- Katyusha - longing for her love. It was first sung by female Soviet industrial schoolchildren, as they bid farewell to soldiers on their way to the battle front of World War II. This piano arrangement will get you hooked on the catchy melody of Matvei Blanter,
and you'll be humming the melody all day long! This non-Russian version of Katyusha retains the great melody we know and love, but makes it sound completely non-Russian! How did we do it? That's a secret... Arranged by Rafał Bienias Edited by Andrew Wrangell &amp; Samuel Dickenson Get the
newest sheets: ▶ Musicnotes: ▶ Gumroad: ▶ SHEETS &amp; MIDI: PAY WHAT YOU WANT! ▶ Learn piano easily: If you liked this video, we'd love to hear it in the comments below! Keep in mind that any like and share will help us in a huge way! Thanks everyone! (oh, and don't forget to subscribe! :D)
Download the latest sheets: ▶ Musicnotes: ▶ Sheet Music Plus: Learn Katyusha by Matvei Blanter on piano with this tutorial! Please enjoy! Sheet Music Boss tutorials here: Follow Sheet Music Boss! ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ Katyusha is a Russian song in wartime, which depicts a girl – Katyusha – after her love. It was
first sung by female Soviet industrial schoolchildren, as they bid farewell to soldiers on their way to the battle front of World War II. This piano arrangement will get you hooked on the catchy melody of Matvei Blanter, and you'll be humming the melody all day long! Enjoy it, and if you want to help supporting
our Sheet Music Boss channel, consider paying a small fee for this package. Thank you! ▶ Sheet Music &amp; MIDI: Lyrics: Russian: Расчветали яблони и гручи Поплыли туманы над рекой рекой на берег Катюша На высокий берег на крутой Выходила, песню заводила Про степного сизого
орла Про того, которого любила Про того, чьи письма берегла Ой, ты, песня, песенка девичья Ты лети за ясным солнцем вслед И бойцу на дальнем пограничье От Катюши передай привет Пусть он вспомнит девушку простую Пусть услышит, как она поет Пусть он землю бережет
родную А любовь Катюша сбережет Расцветали яблони и груши Поплыли туманы над рекой Выходила на берег Катюша На высокий берег на крутой Transliteration: Rastvitali yablani i grusha Paplyli tumani nat rikoy Vykhadila na byerik katyusha Na vysoky byerik na krutoy Vykhadila, pyenyu
zavadila Pra stipano, sizava arla Pra tavo katorava lyublila Pra tavo tchi pisma birigla Oy, ty, pyesnya, pisyenka divikhchya Ty liti za yasnym soltsim fslyet I voytsu dalyech pagraduchye Ot katyushi pirigay privyet Pust' on fspomnit dyevushku prastuyu Pust' islychit , kak ana payot Pust' on zyemlyu birizhot
radnuyu A lyubov' katyusha sbirizhot Rastvitali yablani i grusha Paplyli tumani nat rikoy Vykhadila na byerik katyusha Na vysoky byerik na krutoy English: Apple trees and pear trees went into bloom, River fog started a floating stream, she came out and went ashore, Katyusha! On the high bank, on the
steep bank. She came out and sang her song about her young friend, the bluish eagle of steppe All about the one she loved dearly, the one whose letters she cherished and preserved. Hey, a song, the song of the young girl, Fly and go after the bright sun, Find a soldier on the far border areas Say hello
of Katya long waiting for him. Let him remember the young and simple girl, let him hear the song she sings now, let him certainly protect his motherland, and protect their love katyusha. ▶ SHEETS &amp; MIDI: pay what you want! ▶ Learn piano easily: If you liked this video, we'd love to hear it in the
comments below! Keep in mind that any like and share will help us in a huge way! Thanks everyone! (oh, and don't forget to subscribe! :D) Download the latest sheets: ▶ Musicnotes: ▶ Sheet Music Plus: Learn Katyusha by Matvei Blanter on piano with this tutorial! Please enjoy! Sheet Music Boss
tutorials here: Follow Sheet Music Boss! ▶ ▶ ▶ ▶ Katyusha is a Russian song in wartime, which depicts a girl – Katyusha – after her love. It was first sung by female Soviet industrial schoolchildren, as they bid farewell to soldiers on their way to the battle front of World War II. This piano arrangement will
get you hooked on the catchy melody of Matvei Blanter, and you'll be humming the melody all day long! Enjoy and if you want to help support our Sheet Music Boss channel, consider paying a small fee for this package. Thank you! ▶ ▶ music q MIDI: Lyrics: Russian: Blossomed apple trees and pears
Driven fog over the river Came ashore Katusha On the high bank on a steep steep steep steep steep
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